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Abstract

Ecologists are increasingly interested in quantifying consumer diets based on food

DNA in dietary samples and high-throughput sequencing of marker genes. It is tempt-

ing to assume that food DNA sequence proportions recovered from diet samples are

representative of consumer’s diet proportions, despite the fact that captive feeding

studies do not support that assumption. Here, we examine the idea of sequencing

control materials of known composition along with dietary samples in order to correct

for technical biases introduced during amplicon sequencing and biological biases such

as variable gene copy number. Using the Ion Torrent PGM©, we sequenced prey DNA

amplified from scats of captive harbour seals (Phoca vitulina) fed a constant diet includ-

ing three fish species in known proportions. Alongside, we sequenced a prey tissue mix

matching the seals’ diet to generate tissue correction factors (TCFs). TCFs improved the

diet estimates (based on sequence proportions) for all species and reduced the average

estimate error from 28 � 15% (uncorrected) to 14 � 9% (TCF-corrected). The experimen-

tal design also allowed us to infer the magnitude of prey-specific digestion biases and

calculate digestion correction factors (DCFs). The DCFs were compared with possible

proxies for differential digestion (e.g. fish protein%, fish lipid%) revealing a strong rela-

tionship between the DCFs and percent lipid of the fish prey, suggesting prey-specific

corrections based on lipid content would produce accurate diet estimates in this study

system. These findings demonstrate the value of parallel sequencing of food tissue mix-

tures in diet studies and offer new directions for future research in quantitative DNA

diet analysis.
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Introduction

Many ecological studies attempt to identify and accu-

rately quantify trophic interactions between species in

food webs to enhance understanding of food web struc-

ture (Lindeman 1942; Pomeroy 1974). For decades, the

primary tool available to accomplish this task has been

the morphological identification of hard food structures

that can be identified from the scats and stomach

contents of consumers (Scheffer & Sperry 1931; Duffy &

Jackson 1986). However, there are major limitations and

biases associated with quantifying diets from hard food

remains, such as the inability to detect foods without

hard structures and the differential survival of diagnos-

tic hard structures during the digestive process (Gales &

Cheal 1992; Cottrell et al. 1996). As a result, ecologists

are turning to molecular-based alternatives to quantify

species interactions (Bowen & Iverson 2012). Among

those, DNA-based diet analysis is a rapidly evolving

tool with quantitative capabilities that are just beginning

to be explored (Pompanon et al. 2012).
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An emerging diet quantification technique involves

the PCR amplification and sequencing of food DNA

using highly diagnostic semi-universal DNA markers

such as those used by the Consortium for the Barcode

of Life (Hebert et al. 2003). Many recent studies take

advantage of next-generation sequencing technology to

generate thousands of food DNA sequences per dietary

sample, which allows for semi-quantitative estimates of

diet to be obtained from the sequence proportions (see

review by Pompanon et al. (2012)).

Despite enthusiasm about the potential for quantita-

tive diet analysis using this approach, the method relies

on the substantial assumption that quantities of food

DNA detected from dietary samples equate to the bio-

mass proportions of food consumed. However, few

studies have attempted to test that assumption. Quanti-

tative analyses of DNA from scats of captive Steller sea

lions (Eumetopias jubatus) and little penguins (Eudyptula

minor) found consistent food species DNA proportions

in the scats of animals fed the same diet (Deagle &

Tollit 2007; Deagle et al. 2010; Bowles et al. 2011). This

implies a numerical relationship does exist between

amounts of food consumed and proportions of food

DNA detected in scat samples of predators—and indi-

cates that quantitative techniques are reasonably pre-

cise. This is further supported by the observation that

similar results can be obtained when applying both

qPCR and next-generation sequencing to the same set

of dietary samples of unknown composition (Murray

et al. 2011). Other subfields have also reported consis-

tency in sequence read proportions between replicate

next-generation sequencing runs (Marioni et al. 2008;

Kauserud et al. 2012).

Unfortunately, the ability to produce consistent diet

estimates from sequence counts does not mean esti-

mates are an accurate reflection of diet biomass percent-

ages. In all three captive feeding studies (Deagle &

Tollit 2007; Deagle et al. 2010; Bowles et al. 2011), the

mass proportions of food consumed did not match

the proportions of species DNA detected in dietary

samples. The combination of high precision and low

accuracy for these techniques implies that there are

systematic biases influencing proportions of food DNA

detected in diet samples. However, systematic biases

such as these can often be quantified and accounted for

with numerical correction factors (Tollit et al. 1997;

Phillips & Harvey 2009; Cheung et al. 2011).

The potential biases likely to influence quantitative

DNA diet assessment can be broadly categorized into

those that are biological in origin (and therefore inher-

ent to the study system), versus those that are intro-

duced via the methodological protocol.

Documented methodological biases include PCR bias

(e.g. differential amplification of food species due to

preferential primer binding), primer tag bias (i.e. short

identification sequences attached to primers causing

preferential species DNA amplification) and sequencing

bias (e.g. when sequences from particular species are

preferentially sequenced) (Sipos et al. 2007; Berry et al.

2011; Quail et al. 2012). Recently, methodological biases

have also been identified as a result of sequence quality

filtering, sequencing read direction and interactions

between several biasing factors (Deagle et al. 2013).

When possible, such biases should be minimized with

careful study design; however, not all methodological

biases are feasible to mitigate for every possible food

species.

Biological biases can also be very challenging to miti-

gate in DNA-based diet quantification. There are likely

two primary sources of biological bias in these studies:

(i) mass-specific differences in target gene copy number

between food species (Deagle & Tollit 2007; Darby et al.

2013) and (ii) differential digestion of food species DNA

in the alimentary canal of the consumer (Greenstone

et al. 2010; Leal et al. 2014). Although little research has

been carried out to look directly at these biological

biases, they must be considered if one intends to use

food DNA sequence proportions to infer quantitative

information about the mass proportions of food

ingested by consumers.

The microbial ecology community is beginning to use

microbial standards or ‘control materials’ of known

composition to account for similar quantification biases

to those encountered in diet studies (Huggett et al.

2013; Kembel et al. 2012). Control materials can be

sequenced along with samples of unknown composi-

tion, and the differences between the sequence propor-

tions of the controls and their known compositions can

then be used to generate correction factors. The correc-

tion factors are applied to the sequence counts of the

unknown samples to increase the accuracy of the quan-

titative estimates. Similar spike-in standards are also

applied to account for biases in studies using next-

generation sequencing to look at differential gene

expression (Jiang et al. 2011; Zook et al. 2012).

If the control materials and unknown samples are

both treated in an identical fashion during the method-

ological protocol, this approach should account for

many of the species-specific methodological biases in a

single correction (e.g. DNA extraction bias, PCR bias,

sequencing bias, quality-filtering bias, etc.). In addition

to accounting for methodological biases, the use of con-

trols can also account for species differences in target

gene copy number for all species represented in the

controls (Darby et al. 2013). As such, the application of

food species control materials in DNA diet studies has

the potential to vastly improve the accuracy of diet esti-

mates based on food species sequence proportions.
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The purpose of our study was to determine whether

the accuracy of next-generation sequencing diet analysis

can be increased by sequencing DNA of control materi-

als (a food tissue mix of known proportions) along with

diet samples taken from animals fed a known diet. We

therefore performed a feeding trial using captive har-

bour seals (Phoca vitulina) fed known quantities of prey,

and sequenced prey DNA amplified from seal scats and

a prey tissue mix.

The study design also allowed for quantification of

prey-specific digestion biases, because any remaining

bias not accounted for by the prey tissue mix should be

attributable to differential prey digestion (i.e. if we

know the sequence proportions the methodology pro-

duces from a tissue mix that goes into the seal, and the

sequence proportions that come out in the scats, the

difference between the two represents prey-specific

differences in recovery due to digestion). As a second-

ary component of the study, we compared the prey-

specific biases to the proximate compositions of the seal

prey (e.g. %protein, %Lipid, %moisture). In particular,

we wanted to determine whether these prey characteris-

tics were correlated with the observed digestion bias, in

the hopes of identifying potential proxies for digestion

bias that can be used when feeding trial data are not

available.

Materials and methods

An overview of the study design and laboratory work-

flow is available in Fig. 1.

Feeding trial, scat sampling and preservation

The scat samples we analysed were from a feeding trial

previously described by Deagle et al. (2013). Briefly, the

trial involved five adult female harbour seals fed a con-

stant diet of four species in fixed proportions: capelin

(Mallotus villosus) (40%), Pacific herring (Clupea pallasii)

(30%), chub mackerel (Scomber japonicus) (15%) and

market squid (Loligo opalescens) (15%). The total daily

food intake varied based on seal body mass and their

interest in food, but the diet proportions were main-

tained at the target proportions within the range of

measurement precision (2.0% SD per species). During

the feeding trial, harbour seal scat samples were col-

lected from both the pool and haul-out areas as a prior

study found no significant differences in genetic compo-

sition between pool or haul-out collected scats (Bowles

et al. 2011). Scat samples were generally collected within

2–4 h of deposition, and put into Ziploc bags and

immediately frozen at �20 °C. DNA extraction was

performed on approximately 20 mg of scat sediment

(i.e. hard parts were removed) material using QIAamp

DNA Stool kit (Qiagen) according to the protocol

described in Deagle et al. (2005) with elution in 100 lL
elution buffer (10 mM Tris–Cl, 0.5 mM EDTA; pH 9.0).

Preparation of food tissue mixture

A fish tissue mix was prepared based on the mean pro-

portions of fish consumed by the captive seals. Four

whole individual fish of each species from the same lot

fed to the seals were homogenized using an electric

blender, and homogenates were combined by species.

Whole fishes were used to ensure that mtDNA variabil-

ity between prey fish species would be represented in

the tissue mix. A 100 g fish tissue mix was created by

combining the four species homogenates by wet mass

(41.0 g capelin, 29.0 g herring, 15.0 g mackerel and

Scat 1 Scat 2 Scat 48 Mix 1 Mix 2 Mix 6

PCR 
step

Scat amplicon pool Tissue mix amplicon pool

Adapter ligation 
with MID

Sequencing library

Scat sequences (F and R) Tissue mix sequences (F and R)

Ion Torrent 
sequencing

FASTQ sequence data

Bioinformatic 
demultiplexing

… …

48.5% 17.5%34.0%

Capelin Herring Mackerel

Fig. 1 Overview of the study design and laboratory workflow.

Captive harbour seals were fed fixed mass proportions of three

fish species (capelin, herring and mackerel), and a fish tissue

mix was prepared from whole fish that matched the diet mass

proportions. DNA was extracted and amplified from 48 seal

scats and 6 fish tissue mix subsamples to form two separate

amplicon pools. The amplicon pools received unique Ion Tor-

rent adapter sequences with MIDs, and then sequenced on the

Ion Torrent PGM©. Sequence data were demultiplexed by MID

and forward/reverse primer sequences, and then assigned to a

prey fish species or harbour seal using strict sequence match-

ing criteria. See text for details.
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15.0 g squid). Six approximately 10 g subsamples of the

tissue mix were further blended using a tissue homoge-

nizer and DNA was extracted from approximately

20 mg of each of the six tissue mixes, using the DNeasy

Blood & Tissue kit (Qiagen) as per the manufacturer’s

instructions for animal tissues. Subsamples of the 100 g

tissue mix were used to diminish the potential influence

of laboratory error (e.g. in homogenization, extraction

or PCR amplification) on the final tissue mix sequence

percentages.

Amplicon library preparation

The barcoding marker we used was a mitochondrial 16S

fragment that is approximately 155 bp in length and has

been used previously for differentiating fish species (see

Deagle et al. (2009)). We amplified this marker with prim-

ers Chord_16S_F (CGAGAAGACCCTRTGGAGCT) and

Chord16S_R (CCTNGGTCGCCCCAAC) which bind to

sites that are almost completely conserved in chordates

(see Deagle et al. (2013) for primer alignments against

feeding trial fish species). This primer set does not

amplify DNA from squid – therefore diet proportions

were recalculated for the three fish species and applied

in later calculations.

A blocking oligonucleotide was included in the PCR of

all reactions to limit amplification of seal DNA (Vestheim

& Jarman 2008). The oligonucleotide (32 bp: ATGGAGCT

TTAATTAACTAACTCAACAGAGCA-C3) matches har-

bour seal sequence (GenBank Accession no. AM181032)

and was modified with a C3 spacer, so it is nonextenda-

ble during PCR (Vestheim & Jarman 2008). This oligo

selectively blocks amplification of seal DNA because it

overlaps with the 3′-end of the Chord_16S_F primer and

adjoining seal sequence, but has little homology to fish

species.

All PCR amplifications were performed in 20 lL vol-

umes using the Multiplex PCR kit (QIAGEN). Reactions

contained 10 lL (0.5 X) master mix, 0.25 lm of each pri-

mer, 2.5 lm blocking oligonucleotide and 2 lL template

DNA. Thermal cycling conditions were as follows:

95 °C for 15 min followed by 34 cycles of: 94 °C for

30 s, 57 °C for 90 s and 72 °C for 60 s. All PCR prod-

ucts were checked on 1.8% agarose gels.

We prepared two separate amplicon pools for sequenc-

ing on the Ion Torrent platform. The first contained

amplicons from 48 scat samples that were each individu-

ally amplified prior to pooling. The pool was created by

combining 2 lL of each resultant PCR product to form a

single scat metasample for sequencing (scat amplicon

pool). The second pool contained amplicons from the six

individually amplified tissue mix subsamples that were

designed to match the seal diet proportions (tissue mix

amplicon pool). The concentration of a subset of samples

was quantified using fluorometry (Qubit system; Life

Technologies) to ensure approximately equal concentra-

tion of the PCR products prior to pooling. To differentiate

the two pooled samples, we used the Ion Barcoding kit

(Life Technologies; part no. 4468654 Rev. B, 08/2011) that

ligates unique multiplex identifier sequences (MIDs) onto

amplicons post-PCR along with the necessary Ion Torrent

capture sequences. The full amplicon library also con-

tained four other amplicon pools from an unrelated

study that each received a unique MID sequence by post-

PCR ligation.

Sequencing

We used the Ion OneTouchTM System (Life Technologies)

to prepare the amplicon library for sequencing following

the user’s guide protocol (part no. 4468660 Rev. C, 10/

2011). The resultant enriched Ion SphereTM particles were

loaded onto a 314 Ion semiconductor sequencing chip

and sequencing (65 cycles) carried out on the Ion PGM

sequencer. Bidirectional sequencing was performed (i.e.

sequence reads started from either forward or reverse

PCR primers), but reads were not paired. Each sequenc-

ing run was expected to produce about 10 Mb of

sequence data, or 100 000 sequence reads with typical

read length of 100 bp (approximately 75 bp being target-

specific sequence).

Bioinformatics

The Ion Torrent platform automatically sorted sequences

based on the MIDs, removed the MID sequence and out-

put a single FASTQ file for each MID and thus each

amplicon pool. We performed the sequence preparation

steps using a local installation of the open source Galaxy

bioinformatics tools (Giardine et al. 2005; Blankenberg

et al. 2010; Goecks et al. 2010). Sequences with less

than 100 bp were removed from the data set, and all

sequences were trimmed to 100 bp in length to avoid

comparability issues with variable length sequences. No

quality filtering was applied to the data set to avoid

any additional bias that may result from preferential

species sequence removal during filtering (Deagle et al.

2013).

Sequence assignment to read direction (forward or

reverse) and species was performed using the Linux-

based open source software package QIIME with

sequences from both amplicon pools (Caporaso et al.

2010). For a sequence to be assigned to a read direction, it

had to match the first 15 bases of the primer (forward or

reverse), allowing for up to 2 mismatches in the primer

sequence. After assignment to read direction, a local

nucleotide BLAST search was performed for each

sequence against a reference database containing 16S

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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sequences for the three fish species and harbour seal

(Altschul et al. 1990). The accession numbers of the refer-

ence sequences are available in the supporting material

(Table S2) of the companion study (Deagle et al. 2013).

The match of each Ion Torrent sequence to reference

sequences was assessed based on having a BLASTN

e-value less than a relatively strict threshold value of

E < 1e-20 and a minimum identity of 0.9. It is worth

noting here that the mtDNA marker differs by more than

20% sequence divergence between the three prey fish

species. The minimum identity score and our predefined

reference sequences prevented assignment of chimeric

sequences. To ensure that the species assignment

was accurate, a BLAST search was performed in

GenBank using a subset of the assigned sequences and

the results were 100% congruent with the local database

assignment.

Proximate composition analysis of prey species

To help determine whether there are suitable proxies

for the calculated biases, we analysed the proximate

composition of the prey species and compared the

results to the respective correction factors (see correc-

tion factors section below). Five individual fish of each

prey species from the same lot fed the seals were sub-

mitted for full proximate analysis (% moisture, % ash,

% protein, % lipid, % carbohydrates). In brief, the %

moisture was measured by desiccation of prey tissue,

the % ash was measured by combustion of known

prey mass, % protein was measured by nitrogen analy-

sis and the % lipid was measured by petroleum ether

extraction. Percent carbohydrate was not reported

because only negligible levels of carbohydrate were

detected in the prey fish.

Tissue mix correction factors

The tissue mix was sequenced along with the diet sam-

ples to account for potential differential amplification or

sequencing between species and species differences in

mtDNA template copy number. Thus, based on sequence

proportions from the tissue mix amplicons, we calculated

a tissue correction factor (TCF) for each fish species in the

diet using

TCFi ¼ Di

Ti

where i is the prey fish species (capelin, herring or

mackerel), Di is the proportion of species i in the tissue

mix and Ti is the proportion of species i detected in the

tissue mix amplicon pool. TCFs were then applied to

the species sequence counts generated from the scat

amplicon pool, and corrected scat proportions were

calculated from the corrected sequence counts (later

referred to as TCF-corrected scat sequences %).

Digestion correction factors

Our working hypothesis was that any bias that

remained after accounting for methodological biases

(involved in amplicon sequencing) and biological biases

(differential mass-specific target gene copy number

between prey species) was attributable to differential

digestion of the prey species by the predator. Therefore,

the difference between the tissue mix sequence propor-

tions (which account for the aforementioned biases) and

the scat sequence proportions should reflect any differ-

ential prey digestion—we thus calculated the inferred

digestion correction factor (DCF) for each prey species

using

DCFi ¼ Ti

Si

where Si is the proportion of species i detected in the

scat amplicon pool. DCF can only be calculated when

both diet and TCFs are known for the particular con-

sumer (which is not possible for field studies). We

therefore compared the DCFs to the proximate composi-

tion of the prey fish to determine whether a composi-

tion component could be used as a proxy for the

digestion bias (see Statistical analyses for details).

Statistical analyses

The correction factors were log-transformed to a linear

scale prior to comparing them to the results of the prox-

imate composition analysis. Thus, a fourfold correction

factor in the positive direction would be 4.00 (or 0.60

when log10 transformed), and a fourfold correction fac-

tor in the negative direction equals 0.25 (or �0.60 when

log10 transformed). We used coefficients of determina-

tion and p-values from general linear models to deter-

mine whether there were strong relationships between

the log10 transformed correction factors and each com-

ponent of the proximate composition analysis (i.e. %

moisture, % ash, % protein, % lipid). The best-fitting

models for the DCFs therefore indicated which proper-

ties of prey composition could potentially be used to

independently calculate digestion correction factors.

We also compared the TCFs to the proximate compo-

sition data and published values of red/white muscle

ratios in fishes. Our thought was that if there is a strong

relationship between indicators of mitochondrial DNA

density (e.g. red muscle ratio) and the TCFs, it would

indicate that the methodological biases of the protocol

are less influential than are differences in target gene

copy number between fish species.

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Results

Sequencing and bioinformatics

The Ion Torrent sequencing run that included the scat

amplicon pool, tissue mix amplicon pool and four unre-

lated amplicon pools produced a total of 311 635 ampli-

con reads or 33.6 Mbp of data. The quality of base calls

was 13.7 Mbp Q20 bases, 17.6 Mbp Q17 bases and an

average read length of 108 bp. Of the total reads, 64 831

were assigned to the MID for the scat amplicon pool

and 36 393 were assigned to the MID for the tissue mix

amplicon pool. A complete accounting of all sequences

and species assignment for both amplicon pools is con-

tained in Table 1, and all sequences have been depos-

ited in Dryad in FASTQ format. For a discussion of the

disparity between forward and reverse read counts, see

Deagle et al. (2013).

After recalculating the diet proportions excluding the

squid component, the expected proportions of sequences

from the scat pool and the tissue mix pool were 48.5%

capelin, 34.0% herring and 17.5% mackerel. However,

after summing the assigned sequence counts for forward

and reverse reads and converting these to proportions,

neither amplicon pool matched the diet proportions

(Table 2). In the tissue mix amplicon pool, capelin was

highly under-represented (11.6%), while herring was

moderately over-represented (46.1%), and mackerel

was highly over-represented (42.3%) (Fig. 2). In the scat

amplicon pool, capelin was even more under-represented

(6.4%) than it was in the tissue mix amplicons, herring

was more over-represented (64.0%), and mackerel was

somewhat less over-represented (29.6%).

Tissue correction factors

Using the data from the tissue pool we calculated spe-

cies-specific correction factors (TCFs) to adjust the

sequence counts of the scat amplicon pool to take into

account technical biases and differences in DNA density

between fish species. The correction was largest for cap-

elin (4.19, log10 transformed = 0.62), followed by mack-

erel (0.41, log10 transformed = �0.38), and then herring

(0.74, log10 transformed = �0.13). Based on these correc-

tion factors, capelin is expected to be under-represented

Table 1 Accounting of all sequences produced by Ion Torrent

sequencing of the harbour seal scat amplicon pool and the tissue

mix amplicon pool for three prey species (capelin, herring and

mackerel)

Scat pool Tissue mix

Sequence

count

Percent

of total

Sequence

count

Percent

of total

Total sequences 64 831 100.0 36 393 100.0

Less than 100 bp 21 248 32.8 10 752 29.5

Homopolymer

filtered

264 0.4 165 0.5

No primer match 9790 15.1 7219 19.8

No BLAST

assignment

7290 11.2 3647 10.0

Forward Capelin 390 0.6 390 1.1

Forward Herring 10 464 16.1 4224 11.6

Forward Mackerel 3514 5.4 2778 7.6

Forward Harbour

seal

142 0.2 0 0.0

Reverse Capelin 1237 1.9 1300 3.6

Reverse Herring 5757 8.9 2511 6.9

Reverse Mackerel 3987 6.1 3407 9.4

Reverse Harbour

seal

748 1.2 0 0.0

Table 2 Data used in the calculation of tissue correction fac-

tors (TCFs) and digestion correction factors (DCFs)

Capelin Herring Mackerel

Diet biomass % 48.5 34.0 17.5

Tissue mix sequence count 1690 6735 6185

Tissue mix sequence % 11.6 46.1 42.3

Scat sequence count 1627 16221 7501

Scat sequence % 6.4 64.0 29.6

TCF 4.19 0.74 0.41

DCF 1.80 0.72 1.43

TCF corrected scat sequence % 31.2 54.7 14.2

0
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Tissue
bias

Digestion
bias

Cap Her Mac

P
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Scat sequences %
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Fig. 2 Comparison between mass percentages of three fish

species fed to seals (*) and sequence percentages obtained from

scats (■) and the tissue mix (▲). The scat sequence percentage

diet estimates adjusted with tissue correction factors (TCF) are

also shown (○). For explanatory purposes, the magnitudes of

the tissue bias and digestion bias are shown for herring

(Cap = capelin, Her = herring, Mac = mackerel).
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in the scats and the other two species over-represented.

This is in fact what we observed in the amplicons

recovered from the scats before corrections. After apply-

ing the TCFs to the scat DNA sequence counts, the

average difference between the percentages of prey

DNA contained in the scats and the diet biomass per-

centages was substantially reduced from 28 � 15%

(uncorrected) to 14 � 9% (TCF-corrected). The TCF-

corrected scat percentages were as follows: cape-

lin = 31.2%, herring = 54.7%, mackerel = 14.2% (Fig. 2).

It is noteworthy that even after tissue correction, the

scat sequence proportions did not correctly rank the

importance of the different prey species in the diet.

Linear models showed a relatively strong negative

relationship between the log-transformed TCFs and the

percentage of protein (slope = �0.22, intercept = 3.56,

R2 = 0.99, P = 0.05; see Fig. 3). This indicates that higher

protein fishes were over-represented in the tissue mix

amplicon pool (Table 3). Weak relationships were

observed between TCFs and the percent ash in prey

(slope = �1.17, intercept = 3.12, R2 = 0.74, P = 0.34), and

the percent moisture in prey (slope = 0.09, intercept =
�6.91, R2 = 0.74, P = 0.34). No relationship was observed

between TCFs and the percent lipid (slope = �0.07, inter-

cept = 0.41, R2 = 0.25, P = 0.67).

Digestion correction factors

The DCFs were generally smaller in magnitude than the

TCFs, indicating that prey-specific digestion was the

lesser source of bias in this study. Herring was again

over-represented as a product of digestion bias (DCF =
0.72, log10 transformed = �0.14), and capelin was again

highly under-represented (DCF = 1.80, log10 trans-

formed = 0.26). Mackerel, however, which was strongly

over-represented based on the tissue mix, produced a

positive digestion correction (DCF = 1.43, log10 trans-

formed = 0.16), indicating that it was under-represented

as a result of digestion bias (Table 2). This result implies

that in the case of mackerel, the two sources of bias

identified (tissue bias and digestion bias) have opposite

biasing effects.

A very strong relationship was detected between the

log-transformed DCFs and the percent lipid content of

the prey fishes when linear models were fit between the

DCFs and the prey proximate composition components

(slope = �0.05, intercept = 0.39, R2 = 1.00, P = 0.001;

Fig. 4). This indicates a negative relationship between

prey fish lipid content and the log10 DCF (i.e. higher

lipid prey fish require negative correction as a result of

digestion bias and lower lipid prey fish require positive

correction). A weaker relationship was also observed

between the log-transformed DCFs and the percent

moisture in prey (slope = 0.04, intercept = �2.71,

R2 = 0.76, P = 0.32). No relationship was observed

between the transformed DCFs and the percent protein

in prey fish (slope = �0.04, intercept = 0.70, R2 = 0.18,

P = 0.72) or the percent ash in prey fish (slope = 0.01,

intercept = 0.05, R2 = 0.00, P = 0.99).

As previously stated, the digestion correction factors

were only calculated to evaluate whether there are suit-

able proxies for digestion bias in this study system. In

this case, we chose not to apply the DCFs to scat

sequence counts because they are only calculable when

the diet of the consumer is known, and therefore not

useful in the typical applications of the technique. How-

ever, the strong correlation between the DCFs and the

lipid content of the prey fish indicates that a correction

simply based on prey lipid percentage would exactly

match the DCFs, and therefore would produce scat

sequence percentages that perfectly estimate the diet

when combined with TCFs.

Table 3 Proximate composition analysis results for the three

prey fish in the feeding trial, displaying mean percentages and

standard errors

Capelin Herring Mackerel

Lipid 2.4 � 0.9 9.8 � 1.0 4.3 � 0.4

Protein 13.4 � 0.2 16.5 � 0.3 18.0 � 0.1

Ash 2.3 � 0.1 2.5 � 0.2 3.1 � 0.2

Moisture 81.3 � 0.8 71.8 � 0.8 74.6 � 0.4

Fig. 3 The relationships between the log-

transformed tissue correction factors (log

TCF) and the percent whole body protein

of the prey fish (Left), and between

logTCF and the family-specific percent-

age of red muscle fibres documented in

Greek-Walker & Pull (1974) (Right). Error

bars represent standard error.
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Discussion

In an ideal situation, dietary studies using next-genera-

tion sequencing to characterize diagnostic DNA mark-

ers from stomach contents or scats of consumers could

assume a direct relationship between the sequence pro-

portions of food items recovered and the proportions of

food eaten. If this was the case, the relative importance

of species in a consumer’s diet could be determined

with some certainty – the ultimate goal of most diet

studies. Unfortunately, while past captive feeding stud-

ies have demonstrated there is a relationship between

consumer diet and prey DNA quantity (i.e. scats of ani-

mals fed the same diet yield consistent prey sequence

proportions), the sequence proportions do not accu-

rately reflected the diet (Deagle et al. 2010, 2013). Thus,

DNA diet techniques making use of sequence propor-

tions can presently produce consistent but incorrect diet

estimates.

Other DNA-based diet studies have taken a variety of

approaches to avoid the problems involved in direct

DNA quantification. Some researchers have chosen to

focus on the overall diet breadth of consumers and

identification of the prey field (e.g. Valdez-Moreno et al.

2012). This type of approach is robust when contami-

nants are minimal, and useful in situations where con-

sumer’s diet is poorly characterized; however, the level

of information produced is not sufficient for many

ecological investigations. An alternative approach is to

calculate the percent frequency of occurrence of prey

items (i.e. summarizing the proportion of samples con-

taining a particular diet item). Frequency of occurrence

summaries have been used to make comparisons

between sampling sites (e.g. Kowalczyk et al. 2011; She-

hzad et al. 2012) and between the diets of different spe-

cies (e.g. Razgour et al. 2011). While occurrence

summaries may be useful as a relative measure of the

importance of food species for a consumer population,

they have limited utility for the quantification of prey

biomass. Furthermore, the importance of minor diet

items is often exaggerated using occurrence indices,

and small numbers of contaminating sequences or sec-

ondary predation DNA can have major impacts on diet

estimates. Finally, some researchers have suggested that

rather than dismissing the quantitative information con-

tained in food DNA sequence counts, the proportions

of those sequences can be useful for comparative stud-

ies or ranking of food species importance – even if

sequence proportions do not accurately reflect diet bio-

mass (see Pompanon et al. (2012)).

Our goal in the current work was to investigate the

factors causing the mismatch between scat sequence

proportions and diet biomass proportions, and to evalu-

ate the feasibility of correcting for these biases using an

approach that has been tested in other subfields. The

biases herein likely result from multiple factors, includ-

ing differential PCR amplification or sequencing of food

species DNA, differences in template DNA density

between food species and differences in survival of

DNA during digestion. We isolated and examined
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Fig. 4 The relationships between the log-

transformed digestion correction factors

(log DCF) and the proximate composition

analysis components of the three prey

species (top left = % lipid, top right = %

protein, bottom left = % ash, bottom

right = % moisture). Digestion correction

factors calculated based on the inferred

digestion bias (i.e. the difference between

the scat sequence proportions and the

tissue mix sequence proportions). Error

bars represent standard error.
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sources of bias by sequencing scat DNA from captive

harbour seals fed known quantities of prey and a tissue

mix of the same prey species. Proximate composition

analysis of the prey allowed us to explore potential

proxies for the isolated biases that could be used when

the biases cannot be measured. Due to the limited scope

of the feeding trial, and taxa represented, our study can

be viewed as a hypothesis generating experiment

designed to guide future research efforts in quantitative

DNA diet analysis.

Food tissue control materials

The tissue mix we sequenced in parallel with the scat

DNA should account for several sources of bias. First,

the tissue mix should account for technical biases intro-

duced during the methodological protocol such as the

possibility of preferential primer binding or DNA syn-

thesis in PCR and the possibility of selective amplicon

sequencing (see Pompanon et al. (2012) for discussion).

It should also correct for potential bias that would occur

if different prey fish contain different densities of mito-

chondrial DNA in their tissue. In this case, fish that

contain higher mtDNA density would yield more PCR

amplicons due to increased template availability and

would be over-represented by the sequence proportions

relative to biomass proportions.

Based on sequences from the tissue mix amplicon

pool, capelin DNA was highly under-represented, her-

ring DNA was slightly over-represented and mackerel

DNA was highly over-represented. This may indicate

that there is a strong methodological bias against recov-

ery of capelin sequences relative to mackerel sequences,

or that capelin mtDNA density (i.e. amount of mtDNA

per gram of tissue) is substantially lower than for mack-

erel. One piece of evidence suggesting mtDNA density

is more important than methodological biases in the

current study is the negative relationship between the

tissue mix correction factors and the amount of whole

body protein in fish tissue. This indicates that the over-

represented fish (mackerel) is higher in protein content

than the under-represented fish (capelin). The intuitive

explanation is that increased levels of whole body protein

are associated with high muscle density and therefore

increased levels of mitochondrial DNA (Weatherley et al.

1998; L�opez-Albors et al. 2008; Fern�andez-Vizarra et al.

2011).

However, the relationship may be more direct if we

examined the ratio of red to white muscle fibres in the

fish tissue, because red muscle has particularly high

mitochondria density (Battersby & Moyes 1998). Chub

mackerel belongs to the tuna family Scombridae, which

is known for having a very high proportion of red

muscle fibres and may explain why mackerel are

over-represented in this data set. In a survey of red

muscle content in marine fishes, the average percentage

of red muscle from the fish families included in our

study was 7.4% for Osmeridae, 19.8% for Clupeidae and

26.1% for Scombridae (Greek-Walker & Pull 1974). Plot-

ting these red muscle percentages against the tissue cor-

rection factors shows virtually the same relationship we

observed between the tissue correction factors and pro-

tein percentage (slope = �0.05, intercept = 1.01, R2 =
0.99, P = 0.06; Fig. 3).

In this specific study system, it may be possible to

correct for the mtDNA tissue biases simply by taking

advantage of the linear relationship between red muscle

percentages, or protein percentages and the TCFs. How-

ever, correction based solely on a proxy for mtDNA

density would not account for the methodological

biases also captured by the TCFs and therefore only

useful in situations such as this where methodological

biases appear to be minimal.

It is often inconvenient in DNA-based diet studies to

account for variable gene copy number between prey

species or tissues, and it could be possible to mitigate

the problem by targeting a single copy genomic DNA

marker instead of a mitochondrial gene. However, this

approach would only be effective if cell density (and

therefore the marker density) is more consistent between

food species than mtDNA density. Furthermore, a single

copy genomic marker is much less likely to amplify from

a scat sample due to the degradation of prey DNA dur-

ing the digestive process. Therefore, it appears worth-

while to continue pursuing creative methods for dealing

with variability in gene copy number between food

species, despite the challenges that it poses.

Due to the inherent variability involved in amplicon

sequencing diet analysis, a logical next step is to begin

sequencing food tissue mixes in other study systems to

better understand the magnitudes of system-specific

biases. This approach will make it clear whether a

quantitative interpretation of amplicon sequence pro-

portions is justified and/or accurate for each study sys-

tem. In our study, we knew the consumers’ diet and

could therefore create a tissue mix that corresponded

directly to the expected sequence proportions of the scat

samples. Studies of wild animals will require an alter-

native approach. One possibility could be to create a set

of tissue mix standards for the consumer, in which 50%

of each tissue mix is made up of a variable food species

that occurs in the diet, and 50% is made up of a control

species that is common to all of the standards. For

example, using pollock as a control species, we could

create three tissue mix standards for this study system:

(50% capelin, 50% pollock), (50% herring, 50% pollock)

and (50% mackerel, 50% pollock). In this case, any devi-

ance in the variable fish sequence proportions from 50%
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would be indicative of a species-specific bias, and the

difference could be used to create a species correction

factor. In cases when there are many different food spe-

cies, a representative of each food family could poten-

tially be used for the tissue mix standards to create

family-specific corrections. The use of two species in

equal proportions should increase the accuracy of cor-

rection factors as deviations can be measured more

accurately when a food item is not a minor component

of the mix. However, this design would not account for

any potential interactive effects between food species

DNA.

The effectiveness of a food tissue mixture for bias cor-

rection is reliant on the tissue mix and scats being trea-

ted identically during the methodological protocol.

While we maintained consistency in most aspects of

our protocol, it is important to note that the two ampli-

con pools (scats and tissue mix) received different MID

sequences during sequencing adapter ligation, which

we used to bioinformatically differentiate between

amplicon pool sequences. The MIDs may have biased

the sequence proportions between the amplicon pools,

although preliminary work suggested that MID bias is

not highly influential in this study system. Future inves-

tigations will determine the preferred approach to dif-

ferentiate between sequences of different amplicon

pools, while minimizing potential biases.

Proxies for digestion bias

The digestion correction factors we derived in this

study were based on the bias introduced by differential

prey species digestion, which we defined as the differ-

ence between the tissue mix proportions (that account

for methodological biases and template DNA density)

and the scat DNA sequence proportions. Using this

approach, it is only possible to calculate digestion bias

when consumer diet is known and a tissue mix has also

been sequenced with scat samples. Compared with the

TCFs, we found the DCFs were relatively small in mag-

nitude, indicating that the digestion bias was the lesser

of the two sources of bias and had a smaller impact

on proportional diet estimates. This is counter to a pre-

vious captive feeding study which determined that

digestion bias is likely the largest source of bias in the

DNA-based quantification of little penguin diet (Deagle

et al. 2010). These conflicting results suggest there may

be large variation in the impacts of biasing factors

between study systems.

In the current study, we detected a strong negative

relationship between the digestion bias correction factor

and the percentage of lipid in the prey fish tissues. This

implies that high lipid content in the fish consumed is

associated with reduced breakdown of fish tissue during

the digestion process, thereby preventing mtDNA degra-

dation. Two independent harbour seal digestion studies

lend support for this idea (Stanberry 2003; Trumble et al.

2003). In these studies, captive harbour seals were fed

fish species of differing lipid content, and proximate

composition analysis was performed on both the prey

and the resultant scats to calculate component digest-

ibility. Both studies found a reduction in protein digest-

ibility with increased lipid content of the prey fish, which

likely results in diminished tissue DNA degradation

(Fig. 5).

In our experiment, a correction factor derived from

the relationship between prey percent lipid and DCFs

would make it possible to generate a perfect average

diet estimate from the scat sequences. If additional

work validates this hypothesis for harbour seals, it will

be necessary to evaluate the natural variability in prey

fish lipid content, which can fluctuate both seasonally

and geographically. Despite this variability, it may be

possible in the future to create a categorical correction

factor for lipid that improves diet estimate accuracy

(e.g. for high, medium and low lipid prey) if the order

of lipid percentages is relatively consistent for prey spe-

cies (e.g. herring > mackerel > capelin, etc.). A similar

approach to this has been used to correct for the effects

of digestion on the sizes of fish otoliths recovered from

pinniped scats (Tollit et al. 2004).

Applicability to other study systems

Although the observed relationships between biases

and their potential proxies are likely to be specific to

this study system, the overall study design and research

approach are certainly generalizable to other systems.
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Fig. 5 The relationship between prey fish lipid content and

protein digestibility in harbour seals. Data are from two sepa-

rate digestive efficiency studies in which captive seals were fed

fishes of varying lipid content (Stanberry 2003; Trumble et al.

2003).
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The sequencing of food tissue control materials alone

can indicate the degree to which quantitative diet esti-

mates based on DNA sequence counts may be biased

by factors such as PCR bias and variable template DNA

density. In cases where PCR primer binding sites vary

considerably between target species (e.g. Razgour et al.

2011), or when blocking probes may impact amplifica-

tion of some prey (Pi~nol et al. 2013), food tissue experi-

ments are particularly relevant in order to assess these

potentially strong technical biases. Similarly, this type

of analysis seems important when gene copy number

varies considerably between target species (Darby et al.

2013). If the use of control materials is combined with a

captive feeding study, food-specific digestion biases can

be deduced in other model systems, and food proper-

ties that may influence digestion can be assessed.

Clearly, substantial additional work must be conducted

before we can confidently use DNA sequence count

data to infer food biomass proportions from diet sam-

ples. However, this study presents a rational framework

to begin identifying the most important sources of bias

in each study system and testing creative ways to

correct for those biases.

Conclusions

DNA-based diet analysis is a rapidly evolving methodol-

ogy that offers substantial advantages over existing diet

techniques and is being used to address heretofore unan-

swerable questions in trophic ecology. While the speed

and taxonomic accuracy of the methods are clear, the lim-

itations of available tools and potential to collect accurate

quantitative data have not been thoroughly examined.

Using prey tissue mixes and captive harbour seals fed a

known diet, we were able to quantify substantial biases

introduced by differences in template DNA copy number

between prey species and biases attributable to differen-

tial prey digestion. The correction factors we used to

account for those sources of bias considerably improved

the diet estimates, suggesting that accurate diet estimates

can be obtained using this approach. Tissue corrections

could feasibly be developed in almost any dietary study

using a set of standards derived from food tissue mixes

that are sequenced in parallel with diet samples. We have

also shown the possibility that proxies based on prey

attributes might account for species-specific differences

in survival of DNA during digestion. The extent to which

differential food digestion affects quantitative diet esti-

mates from amplicon sequences will need to be further

evaluated using captive feeding trials in multiple study

systems. Given the wide adoption of next-generation

sequencing as an approach to study the diets of various

taxa, the potential to obtain accurate quantitative data-

based on sequence counts deserves further investigation.
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